October 2020

Welcome to our
latest update

What a year!

What a year! I know
we’re not at the end
of it yet but 2021 feels
like it’s rapidly
approaching. Read this
update to find out how
we have continued to
support the community
and how we’re moving
forward with our
programme of support
whilst staying COVID
safe.

You know it’s been a strange year when, despite
being honoured with the Queen’s Award for
Voluntary Service, this isn’t YFM’s biggest
achievement for the year.

Thank you to all who
continue to support
what we do. Now more
than ever our services
are needed. While
we’ve come so far,
there’s so much more
work to be done in
helping the most
vulnerable weather this
storm.
Kelly

Without doubt, YFM’s biggest achievement in
2020 has been stepping up to meet the needs of
the most vulnerable people in Totton in a moment
of crisis.

No one left alone
To say that lockdown has been especially
challenging for some of our clients is a stark
understatement. With the team quickly adapting,
there were phone calls, video conferencing and
as restrictions allowed, prioritised face-to-face
contact. We sent ‘thinking of you’ and ‘hang in
there’ postcards, made door step deliveries with
Easter eggs, fruit boxes, crafts and other treats
providing the opportunity for a visual check and to
let them know that they are cared for.

No one going hungry
Working closely with New Forest District Council,
local schools and stakeholder agencies
throughout, and with the unwavering commitment
of our team of volunteers we’ve been able to
respond to exponential demand to provide food
parcels for low income households and vulnerable
families in Totton.

No stone unturned
The unique circumstances around lockdown
made it very difficult to provide uninterrupted
support for young people. As restrictions began to
ease and we were able to re-engage support, the
toll that lockdown had taken was already
apparent. Effective multi-agency work to manage
cases where young people are considered ’At
Risk’ is critical. It’s an approach that takes lots of
phone calls and a leave ’no stone unturned’
mentality to finding help for a young person who
desperately needs it.

“Thank you for the
food...I am someone
whose pride would
usually over shadow
asking for help. I
would always think
that somebody else
may need it more than
me...but times have
fallen hard for us. We
will be forever
grateful..”

Getting back to ‘normal’
So much of what was normal has changed for us all this year. As
mentioned above we have adapted to the situation to make sure we can still
be there. The team are now all back and we are working on one of our
biggest challenges of getting face-to-face groups back up and running something that everyone is craving for. This will be a gradual approach but
we’re pleased to have TIDES back (albeit with some changes). This is not
easy as we put in place processes and systems to ensure we are following
Government guidelines and doing our best to keep everyone safe.

It’s cake time again!
The beginning of October marked the
reopening of our café, The Chapel. We are so
excited to back - we have missed doing life
with this community. Things are a little different
but we’re glad to be up and running again
providing a great community hub while raising
money to support our work.

Thank you never seems
enough...
We could not do what we do without the
continued support of so many - individuals,
organisations, businesses, churches, trust
funds and grant bodies. Some prefer to remain
anonymous or not publically thanked...but that
doesn’t change how grateful we are to all,
however, big or small. So thank you from us to
you xx
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